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Evaluation of current state of amplification-based DDoS attacks

Edgar Bohte
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, The Netherlands

e.s.bohte@student.vu.nl

Abstract—Amplification-based DDoS attacks are still a big
threat to the availability of the internet. In quite some time there
is no new paper published that gave an update on the current
state of amplification DDoS attacks, taken into consideration it
was a huge problem a few years ago. We performed multiple
scans of the whole IPv4 address space and deployed two honey-
pots to monitor amplification DDoS attacks to make a picture of
the current state of amplification DDoS attacks. From the scan
data and the honeypot data, we can conclude that NTP is the
most dangerous protocol, for these kinds of attacks. Furthermore,
China and The United States are the most targeted countries for
amplification DDoS attacks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, in March 2018, a distributed denial-of-service
(DDoS) attack achieved an unprecedented throughput of 1.7
Tbps [1]. To achieve this kind of throughput, the attackers used
a DDoS technique know as Amplification. These particular
kinds of DDoS attacks can be categorized under the broader
group of Reflection DDoS attacks. An Akamai study has shown
that Reflection DDoS attacks have increased both in size and
frequency from 2014 till this day [2].

In principle, an Amplification DDoS (ADDoS) attack ex-
ploits one or more connectionless (i.e. UDP-based) protocols
that accept small requests and produce responses orders of
magnitude larger in size. The connectionless nature of these
protocols makes them available for exploitation, as the source
of the request can be spoofed in order to redirect the large
response to the selected target. Because of the spoofing, it
is also very hard for the target to identify who is actually

Fig. 1: Illustration of an Amplification DDoS. The attacker host
sends small spoofed requests to different UDP-based services. This
results in large responses being directed against the victim host.

TABLE I: Protocol, its assigned port, the bandwidth amplification
factor and the current status.

Protocol Port Bandwidth Amplification Factor Status

QOTD 17 140.3 Legacy
CHARGEN 19 358.8 Legacy
DNS 53 28 to 54 Active
NTP 123 556.9 Active
RIP 520 131.24 Deprecated
MSSQL 1434 8 Active
SSDP/UPnP 1900 30.8 Active

The bandwidth amplification factor shows the potential effect of
ADDoS attack and can be calculated by the payload in bytes sent
for a request against that of the payload in bytes of the response.

instrumenting the attack. Although a reflection attack is almost
the same as an ADDOS attack the responses of protocols do
not need to be larger than the request it just needs to reflect
the request. Figure 1 shows how an ADDoS attack works.

In this paper, we will look at the current state of ADDoS
attacks. In the first part of our study, we will set up a honeypot,
which will run services that can be used in ADDoS attacks.
A honeypot is a closely monitored, network-connected decoy
host. It is expected to be broken into by unsuspecting attackers,
so we can get to study their methods. Since the system does
not get used in a legitimate way, every connection to it is
suspicious. When deployed, honeypots can keep the focus off
important machines on a network, it works as an early warning
against new attacks and identifies new attack trends. They can
also be used for an in-depth examination during and after
exploitation of the honeypot [3].

Our study will focus on seven UDP based protocols which
are prone to ADDoS exploitation:

• Quote Of The Day (QOTD)
• Character Generator (CHARGEN)
• Domain Name System (DNS)
• Network Time Protocol (NTP)
• Routing Information Protocol v1 (RIPV1/RIP)
• Microsoft SQL (MSSQL)
• Simple Service Discovery Protocol/Universal Plug and

Play (SSDP/UPnP1)

Table I [4][5] shows the typical amplification factor
achieved by each of these protocols as well as their use status.
The specific seven protocols were selected because we would
like our results to be comparable with those of Krupp et

1UPnP is a collection of networking protocols used to find and connect
devices with each other over the network. For discovery, UPnP uses the SSDP
protocol. We will simply use SSDP for further references to these protocols.
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al. [6]. The Virtual Machines (VMs) ran a program called
AmpPot [7] to let them act like honeypots. We chose to use
AmpPot because it is an easy way to set up a honeypot and
it gives a more precisely comparison with data from earlier
performed research in this field.

In the second part of our study, we scanned the whole IPv4
address space for hosts running the seven protocols we focus
on. These scans have been performed using a program called
ZMap [8]. To get an estimate of the number of servers that
can be used in an ADDoS attack.

Using the two parts of our study, we can get an up-to-date
estimate of the current state of ADDoS attacks: the scan results
give us an indication of the number of servers that can be
abused and the honeypot data allow us to see the frequency of
ADDoS attacks. To summarize, the contributions of this paper
are as follows:

• We ran a honeypot to show how many people are still
using seven specific UDP-based protocols for ADDoS
attacks.

• We performed a scan of the whole IPv4 address space to
see how many IP addresses ran these seven protocols.

The structure of this paper is as follows. First, we will
look at how we performed the data collection of the hon-
eypots (Section II-A) and how the scans were performed
(Section II-B). In Section III we will look at all the results
obtained from both the scans (Section III-B) and the honeypots
(Section III-A). In Section IV we will look further into
interesting results (Section IV-A) and analyse what could have
been done differently in this presented research (Section IV-B).
Furthermore, future research in this field will be considered
(Section IV-C). In Section V we will look at research already
done in this area. In the end, a conclusion of this research will
be given VI.

II. TOOLS & METHODS

As already mentioned in the introduction two methods were
used to collect data for this research. The first method uses the
AmpPot honeypot, which collects data passively. The second
method is performing a scan of the whole IPv4 addresses space
on specific ports with a tool called ZMap. For both methods,
we have looked at the seven UDP-based protocols (QOTD,
CHARGEN, DNS, NTP, RIPV1, MSSQL, SSDP).

A. AmpPot Deployment

We used the AmpPot honeypot [7] to collect information
about the origin and frequency of ADDoS attacks. In this case,
the honeypot is a server running protocols which can be used
for an ADDoS attack. If they use this service their request and
some other information will be logged.

In order to prevent abuse of deployed instances from attacks,
AmpPot rate-limits its responses. The AmpPot code will stop
responding when three requests from a specific IP address per
hour have been received. After one hour, the saved number
of requests per IP address will be reset. So, it will start
responding to requests from that IP address again. Thus, if
someone attempts to use our server in an ADDoS attack, we

will only provide a maximum of 3 packets per IP address. This
contribution is minuscule in comparison to the sizes of these
attacks that we can not be held accountable for it. It is possible
to change the limit of requests per hour, but for the purpose
of this study, it was not necessary. Although we deployed
AmpPot on more IP addresses than the original study [7], the
contribution of our servers is still in the low kilobit bandwidth
size while most ADDoS attacks get a Gigabit per second
bandwidth size.

1) Common honeypot configuration: We ran the Amp-
Pot code on two different VMs; one VM was provided by
SURFnet [9] and the other one by GRnet [10]. The config-
uration of the two honeypots was identical, with a couple of
minor differences related to the setup of our hosting providers.
AmpPot can be run in three different modes: Emulated, Proxy
and Agnostic. First, the Emulated mode, this mode will check
if the request is valid and if so it will respond with a pre-
generated protocol-specific response. Secondly, there is the
Proxy mode, ”The proxy mode turns AmpPot into a proxy
that forwards requests to internal servers that actually operate
the vulnerable protocol” [7]. At last, the Agnostic mode, this
mode always replies with a response 100x the requests size or
with the maximum MTU, even if the request is invalid for a
protocol. We ran both servers on the Emulated mode because
the Agnostic mode always replies, even if the request is invalid
for a protocol. For this research, we are interested in what kind
of protocols will be used in ADDoS attacks. Thus, if we would
always reply with a large request the probability is bigger it
will be used in ADDoS attacks, and this has nothing to do
with the abuse-ability of the protocol itself. The Emulated
mode also made it possible to compare our results with those
of Krupp et al. [6]. Furthermore, it is possible to change the
response rate of the server. This value was set to 0.5 in this
research, this means that the server will only send a response
to 50% of the requests. This is done by giving each IP, that
sends a request to one of the assigned IP addresses, a specific
set of IP addresses in combination with the seven protocols
that will respond.

Furthermore, AmpPot logs many variables of the requests
and responses. Among the logged variables are (a) the source
IP and port, (b) the destination IP and type of the protocol,
(c) the packet Time To Live value (TTL), and (d) the times-
tamp of the request and the response. During our experiment,
the honeypots ran out of storage space in a couple of occa-
sions. This resulted in gaps in the data collection which can be
observed in the graphs presented in Section III. The influence
of these disruptions is further discussed in Section IV.

2) Deployment details for SURFnet: The AmpPot servers
were both configured in the same way; the only difference is
that CHARGEN did not work properly on the SURFnet VM
because the firewall or gateway blocked the port that CHAR-
GEN used. The VM that we got from SURFnet monitored 36
IP addresses and ran in from 9 to 25 September 2017, from
10 to 15 October 2017, and from 24 to 30 October 2017.

3) Deployment details for GRnet: The VM provided by
GRnet monitored a total of 24 IP addresses and ran from 8 to
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26 September 2017, from 10 to 15 October 2017, and from
24 to 30 October 2017.

B. ZMap Scans

To get a complete picture of the current state of ADDoS
attacks, a scan of the whole IPv4 address space was performed.
In this scan, we see which IP addresses respond to requests
on any of the ports the protocols are assigned to. To make the
results comparable to those of the honeypots we looked at the
same seven UDP protocols (QOTD, CHARGEN, DNS, NTP,
RIP, MSSQL, SSDP). We used a tool called ZMap [8] which
makes it easier and faster to execute these scans on this scale.

1) Experiment circadian day night pattern: To see if there
was a difference in responses during day and night time, we
performed one scan at 11:00 (in-office hours) and another
one at 21:00 (out of office hours) for all the seven protocols
with a specific set of Dutch IP addresses. We took a set of
IP addresses all from the same country so they would all
have the same time zone, i.e., in case of a small country like
the Netherlands. The request packets that were used for each
protocol are provided by ZMap. As we can see in Figure 2,
the difference between the two scans is minimal. The only
protocol showing a considerable difference was RIP. The main
reason for the minimal difference between the in and out of
office time is that most of these services are run on servers
which are always online. Thus, we will not look further into
the difference of the time of day scans because the difference
was so minimal.

2) Experimental setup scans: After these test scans, we
started with the scans of the whole IPv4 address space. The
same request packets were used as in the day-night test scans.
These scans were all started at 16:00 CEST and each scan took
around 15 hours to complete. The scans for QOTD, CHAR-
GEN, NTP, RIP and MSSQL were all performed between
10 and 14 October of 2017. We also planned to include the
scans for DNS and SSDP in this week. However, we thought
scans.io [11] could provide us with this data. In the end, the
dataset from scans.io [11] would not be useful for this research
because it differed too much from the data we got from the
scans. Thus we did perform the scans for DNS and SSDP on

24 and 25 October of 2017 at 16:00 CET. The VM that was
used for all of these scans is provided by SURFnet [9]. The
fields we chose to log for the scan are source IP, source port,
destination IP, destination port, UDP packet length, raw data
of the received packet and the TTL value. These fields were
chosen for the comparison between the honeypot data and that
of the scans. Furthermore, the other fields that could have been
saved would not have been an enhancement of the dataset.

III. RESULTS

In this section, we first take a look at the results from
the honeypots (Section III-A). Thereafter, consider the results
obtained from the scans (Section III-B).

A. Results from the honeypots

We will take a look at the parsed data collected by the
honeypots. First, we look at the requests per day. Secondly,
we look at the usage patterns that were observed. After
this, a look is taken at the origin of the requests and the
fluctuation throughout the day. At last, there is a summary
of the mentioned observation.

1) Requests per day: The honeypot from SURFnet got a
total of 27.458.823 requests in 29 days, for this honeypot the
CHARGEN protocol was not included because the port was
blocked on the server. The percentage of requests per protocol
was for NTP 92,56%, for SSDP 6,37% and for QOTD, DNS,
RIP and MSSQL it was below one percent. The honeypot that
ran on the VM from GRnet got a total of 26.422.739 requests
in 32 days. NTP has the biggest share in requests with 87,97%,
CHARGEN got 7,59% and SSDP 4,34%. QOTD, DNS, RIP
and MSSQL individually received requests smaller than one
percent.

In both cases, QOTD, DNS, MSSQL and RIP were the
least popular protocols for ADDoS attacks. However, the
order differed for both honeypots. QOTD was for the GRnet
honeypot the least used service and for the SURFnet honeypot
it was RIP.

2) Usage patterns: Next, we looked for any particular
attempted2 usage patterns of our honeypot. If we take a look
at Figure 3a and Figure 3b, we can see that QOTD and RIP
have a pattern of ups and downs in the same kind of fashion.
They got requests for a few days, in most cases two, and after
that, there was a drop in the number of requests.

Furthermore, there was a huge peak on the 11th and 12th

of September for QOTD, which can be seen in Figure 3a.
The source IP addresses in these packets are registered under
Google LLC [12] and each targeted IP address got between 20
to 500 QOTD responses. We also checked if other protocols
were used from our honeypot, but this was not the case. On 10
October there was also a small peak in the number of DNS
requests. The reason for this was that there was a ADDoS
attack on a few IP addresses, which suddenly had requests
numbers between 1678 and 2722. It is interesting that in this

2As discussed in Section II-A AmpPot has safeguards to make sure that its
contribution to an ADDoS attack is negligible.
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(c) Origin of the requests per protocol for the SURFnet honeypot.
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(d) Origin of the requests per protocol for the GRnet honeypot.

Fig. 3: Number of requests and (spoofed) origin of requests per protocol.

attack both honeypots were used. Though the honeypots from
GRnet got fewer requests than the one from SURFnet.

Another noticeable observation is that the observed NTP
traffic was quite regular, but CHARGEN and SSDP showed
strong fluctuations in the number of requests per day. Both
graphs do have similar shapes, with only some minor differ-
ences. So this indicates that both honeypots were probably
used by the same people.

3) Origin of the requests: In Figure 3c and Figure 3d, we
can see that China is the most targeted country for ADDoS
attacks. If we look at the numbers the United States is
second, because of the large percentage of NTP requests and
their occurrence in every protocol. Most of the requests are
considered to be part of an attack for a few reasons. First of
all, during the scan, the number of packets sent influences the
duration of the scan. So if more packets are sent the duration
of the scan increases. Secondly, after a few packets one would
know if the IP address runs a specific protocol and thus there
is no need to send many duplicates of them to one source.

Most of the countries occur in both figures in the same
order, but sometimes they switch one place forth or back in
the ranking. The difference in QOTD between the figures is a

result of the peaks logged on 11 and 12 September. Also, there
is a noticeable difference in countries targeted by SSDP. One
reason could be that different scanners scanned other parts of
the network. Another reason could be that because of the 50%
response rate many scanners were not able to get a response
from this protocol. For the protocols that got low numbers of
requests, this has less influence, due to of the low absolute
values.

4) Fluctuations throughout the day: The number of re-
quests throughout the day for NTP, CHARGEN and QOTD
was constant for both honeypots. The rest of the protocols
were fluctuating throughout the day. The pattern for GRnet
and SURFnet were almost the same expect for QOTD. The
reason for this is that SURFnet got a lot more requests on a
few days and those roughly arrived at 0:00, 2:00, 8:00, 12:00
and 13:00 (Figure 4).

5) Summary discussed observations: To summarise the
observations we discussed in this section, it is clear there
are hardly any differences between the two honeypots. The
only real difference is, is that SURFnet got way more QOTD
requests and that is why this data differs for both machines.
There also is a noticeable difference between the country of



TABLE II: Protocol, the number of received responses and the percentage of the total IPv4 addresses
there was send a request to

Protocol # of responses received % of IPv4 addresses % change compared to Rossow his scan

DNS 8.790.635 0,2374 12,96
NTP 7.745.407 0,2092 433,80
SSDP 4.742.153 0,1281 28,03
MSSQL 148.570 0,0040 N/A
CHARGEN 43.728 0,0012 -50,87
QOTD 39.469 0,0011 23,34
RIP 13.522 0,0004 N/A

To calculate the percentages of IPv4 addresses, the IP addresses that were excluded from the scans
were also excluded from this calculation. So we did not use 4.294.967.296 but used 3.702.258.461
as the total.
For the ”% change compared to Rossow his scan” column a positive number means we got more
responses.
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Fig. 4: The number of requests for each hour of the day for the
SURFnet server

the targeted country for SSDP.

B. Results from the scans

The scans got in total 21.523.484 responses, 40,84% was
from DNS, 35,99% from NTP, 22,03% from SSDP and less
than 1% from the remainder protocols. The protocols below
one percent in descending order were: MSSQL, CHARGEN,
QOTD and RIP, which can be seen in Table II. All the results
we got seem expected, DNS scores really high because it is
a protocol that is used and ran widely over the internet; the
same accounts for NTP. The number of CHARGEN servers de-
creased since 2014, where Rossow [13] got 89.000 responses
we only got 43.728. See Table II. A reason for this could
be that in the earlier days CHARGEN was used widely for
testing, debugging and measurement purposes. Nonetheless,
after testing most often the port was not disabled. So this
would result in lots of servers unintentionally running this
service. For other protocols such a RIP an updated version
was designed to make the protocol more secure [14].

1) Combinations of protocols: If we take a look at multiple
protocols run on one server, we get a graph as in Figure 5.
It is roughly a linear decline, each time the number of in
common protocols is added the number of in common IP
addresses decreases by half. In the graph, it looks like an
exponential decline, but this is caused by using a log 10 scale.

A few popular combinations of IP addresses that responded to
multiple protocols were: DNS and NTP (329.151), DNS and
SSDP (162.436), DNS and MSSQL (15.501) and NTP and
SSDP (12.247). The DNS and MSSQL combination is quite
interesting because roughly 10% of all the servers that ran
MSSQL also ran DNS. Additionally, 17% of all the QOTD
responses and 16% of all the CHARGEN responses came
from servers who ran both these protocols. Another interesting
observation is that 14% of the RIP servers were running in
combination with the other six UDP-based protocols. The total
number of IP addresses that ran all the protocols is 1903.
These IP addresses could be honeypots which also ran AmpPot
or another kind of application of this type. In the end, most
IP address which responded, only responded to one of the
protocols requests.

2) Detecting Honeypots: A few months after these scans
were performed we took another look at the 1903 IP addresses
that responded to all the requests, to check if these were
honeypots. So we started testing if these IP addresses are still
running all the seven services. This was tested by sending ten
requests for each protocol to each IP address. By doing this we
wanted to test if these were honeypots which stop responding
to requests after x is less than 10 requests. Surprisingly, out
of the 1903 IP addresses, only 74 did respond to any of the
requests (Appendix A). The IP addresses that did respond can
be divided into four categories.

• The IP address responded to every request for all the
services. This was the biggest group which consists of 39
IP addresses. Most of these IP addresses are part of the
50.128.0.0/9 IP block, which is owned by Comcast [12].
Furthermore, for this group, we performed a scan on all
the UDP ports to check if these were open. The result
was that all except one IP address had all ports open.
All things considered, in this category, there could be IP
addresses that are honeypots but these are not specific for
monitoring ADDOS attacks.

• The IP address responded to most of the requests and all
of the services. This group consisted of 9 IP addresses
which are all part of the 50.128.0.0/9 IP block. How many
times these IP addresses will respond to the requests
is determined by a random generated number within
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a specified interval. After this number of requests are
served, it will for only one request not respond and after
this, it will generate a new random number within the
same interval, and respond that many times. These IP
addresses are mostly like to be honeypots.

• The IP address responded to every request and to some
of the services. In this group, there are 16 IP addresses
which are most likely servers that run these protocol for
real usage.

• The IP address responded to one or more requests every
x seconds time frame to some of the services. Most of
these protocols run one protocol namely DNS and they
will only respond to one requests in a certain time frame.
Although, some of the protocols respond to ten of them
per time frame. To conclude, most of the IP addresses
in this category are not likely to be honeypots. However,
91.216.216.10 could be a honeypot because it ran six of
the seven protocols and responded to a maximum ten
requests every time frame.

3) Origin of the responses: Figure 6 shows the distribution
of running servers across countries for each protocol. For six
out of the seven protocols, the United States ran the most
servers which respond to the requests we send. Moreover,
for the SSDP protocol, China ran most of these servers. The
second largest provider of responses per protocol was always
different. The same counts for the third, fourth and fifth.
However, the United States, China, Brazil, Russia and India all
occur at least three times in the graphs. This was no surprise
because all of these countries have a large population and are
fairly developed. For RIP the United States provided more than
half of all the servers that responded to this request. For the rest
of the protocols, the servers were spread more evenly across
the countries or at least for the top five countries. Another
notable observation to mention is that Argentina has the third
largest number of servers which responded to SSDP but did
not occur in any of the other protocols top 5.

4) Invalid responses: In some special cases, the responses
that were received had a data field with a null value or with
a packet length of zero. The collection of both these types
of responses are called the 0 set. In Figure 7 the number of
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responses per protocol is shown. Also, the type of responses
is shown with purple and green (i.e. packet length is zero or
data is null). We got most of these type of responses from both
QOTD and CHARGEN, whereas hardly any came from NTP,
RIP and MSSQL. A noticeable difference is that for QOTD
and CHARGEN most IP addresses responded with a packet
length of zero. Whereas, most of the responses for DNS, RIP
and SSDP have a data field which is empty.

If we take a look at the countries of the 0 set, one can see
that for both CHARGEN and QOTD the United States was
the biggest provider Figure 8. For the few packets of NTP,
RIP and MSSQL, the United States provided also at least one
packet. For DNS the Gambia is the biggest provider and for
SSDP it is Taiwan. Furthermore, for DNS the origins are more
spread over the countries.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this section, we reason about the results that were
obtained and variables that could have influenced the results.

A. Deeper look into the results

We will first compare the honeypot results against those of
the scans. Secondly, we argue what could be a reason for the
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Fig. 8: The locations of the IP addresses that are in the 0 set

occurrence of the 0 set responses. Finally, we take a look at
requests patterns that occurred.

1) Scan results compared to honeypot results: First of all,
we will compare the results of the honeypots against those of
the scans. To start off the main difference in popular protocols
between the honeypots and the scans is that DNS has many
responses in the ZMap scans but, hardly got any requests on
the honeypots. Furthermore, a protocol with many requests on
the honeypots was CHARGEN, but this protocol did not have
many servers that could be found via the scan. Moreover, NTP
had for both methods lots of requests/responses. So this is at
the moment out of all of the seven protocols the most used
and available protocol. Furthermore, there were quite a few
servers that still ran QOTD, however, the abusive sensitive of
this protocol strongly relies on the size of the quote. Both
RIP and MSSQL get hardly used in attacks, although, there
are still quite some servers that ran MSSQL, this is not the
case for RIP. At last, the usage of SSDP in ADDoS attacks is
inconsistent.

For the origin of the requests/responses, the United States
got in both cases the largest numbers and China the second
largest. However, for the scan, the United States was the
biggest provider by a large margin, but for the origin of the
requests from the honeypots, it was a close call with China.
Furthermore, for the scans, the percentages of the top five
countries per protocol were more spread out. In contrast to the
honeypot where most protocols had one country per protocol
which sticks out.

2) 0 Set responses: The second result we will take a
further look into is the 0 set response length. Some protocols
responded with a packet length which was zero and other
responded with a data field that was null. However, the
minimum length of a UDP packet is eight bytes, because this
is the length of the header and each packet needs a header to
be sent. So it should not be possible to send a packet with
a packet size of zero. This indicates that these packets are
manually crafted and injected into the network. Because the
packet will be generated in a correct way if a packet went
through the network stack normally.

The QOTD and CHARGEN protocols have most of the
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registered for the test run

packet size of zero. If we take a further look at the IP addresses
that respond with a packet length of 0 and run the QOTD and
CHARGEN protocol, we see that most of these IP addresses
belong to one /24 block and another /26 block. It could be
that these blocks of IP addresses are part of one or multiple
honeypots because these IP blocks are owned by one company
called ”YHC Corporation” [12]. Furthermore, DNS, NTP, RIP
and MSSQL had only one IP addresses in common. We also
checked if the IP addresses which run all the seven protocols
were also in the 0 set, but this was not the case.

A reason for servers to respond with a data field of null
could be that these are also honeypots which run a different
configuration of AmpPot or even another alike application. An
example for trigger sending responses with a data field of null
or a packet length of zero behaviour could be if the honeypot
would still like to send responses, but not send too much data
to the receiver. So it has set a limit of x requests per y time
limit. After this threshold is exceeded it could respond with
these type of responses.

3) Deeper look into patterns: In Figure 3a and Figure 3b
the QOTD and RIP protocol have a repeating pattern for the
number of requests they receive each day. The main reason
for this is because one specific IP address scans according
to these intervals as seen in the figures. We think that the
reason for these peaks are scans and not attacks because the
number of requests is relatively low, i.e. between 25 and 50
per day. Furthermore, if we take a look at the company that
owns this IP address, we can see that it is selling protection
against DDoS attacks amongst others [12].

The other results all occurred in expected ways or are not
interesting enough to take a further look into.

B. Influences on the results

There are a few things that happened that could have had an
impact on the results. First of all, the honeypots were already
up between 9th of August until 7th of September for a test
run. So most of the scanners already knew the IP addresses
of the honeypots. Thus there is no way to see the rate at
which the IP addresses were found and used. However, we



got the data from the plot run plotted in Figure 9. In this
figure, we can see the build-up phase in the first few days.
In this phase, more and more scanners start discovering the
IP addresses and the usage of them increases. One of the
most interesting observations is that on the 29th of August the
number of requests of CHARGEN drops to zero. The exact
reason for this is unknown, but a possible reason could be that
this port got blocked on the VM. Furthermore, the rest of the
figure looks the same as Figure 3a and Figure 3b. Although,
SSDP got a higher a more stable amount of requests per day.

Secondly, the honeypots twice ran out of storage space,
when this happened the program would stop responding to
requests and logging them. This influences the results because
when a scanner is searching for IP addresses and the IP address
does not respond it will not be included in the list of IP
addresses it can use for ADDoS attacks. However, this depends
on the frequency these attackers scan for these protocols and
update their list. The downtime of the honeypot results in
some cases also in exclusion of the list of the attackers. This
downtime will be gone when the scanner updates their list
again. This can best be seen in Figure 3a and Figure 3b where
a dip is seen in the number of requests per day after the server
was up again; the NTP protocol shows this in the best way.

At last, two of the protocol scans were performed later
for reasons discussed in Section II-B. The total number of
servers running protocols is in constant flux. So if some
of these scans were performed later the number of total IP
addresses that run these servers could have changed. Moreover,
the biggest difference would be seen with the in common
protocols per IP address. For example, if an IP address ran
the protocols CHARGEN, DNS and NTP, the total number of
in common protocols would be three. So the first set of scans
(QOTD, CHARGEN, NTP, RIP and MSSSQL) would only
detect CHARGEN and NTP. If we would wait another month
to perform the next scan it is possible that this IP address is
not running these protocols anymore. So if the scan for DNS
is performed with a large time gap (multiple weeks) between
the first set of scans and the second scan it could result in a
different output. This will result, in this example, in one less
in common protocol than it actually had when the first set of
scans were performed.

C. Further research in this field

In this research, we only looked at the IPv4 address space,
but it would also be interesting to do the same for the IPv6
address space. The main problem for a scan of the IPv6 (has
10128 addresses) address space is that it is roughly 79 · 1027
times more significant than the IPv4 (has 1032 addresses)
address space. This will affect the scan in the same way, so
it will take 79 · 1027 times longer. With the current internet
connection speeds, it is not feasible to perform such a scan
within limited time. On the other hand, it is possible to deploy
a honeypot, which works with IPv6. By doing so, we can see
if other people are scanning the IPv6 address space and are
using it for attacks.

It would also be interesting to do some more research into
other protocols that could be used in ADDoS attacks. In this
study, we only chose for a specific set of seven UDP based
protocols, but way more protocols could be abused in ADDoS
attacks [13]. Furthermore, the protocols that are used will also
change over time. So new trends in the use of protocols can
occur. Some of the protocols get updated in such a way they
can not be abused anymore. An example of this is RIP; RIP v1
be abused for reflection attacks, but RIP v2 can’t, as long as
authentication has been enabled [14]. However, the problems
with protocol updates is that not every device gets updated.
As consequence, older, less secure, versions of the protocol
continue to be in use, long after their deprecation.

V. RELATED WORK

Welzel et al. monitored the command & control servers of
fourteen DirtJumper and Yoddos botnets [15]. Command &
control (C&C) servers are servers that communicate with the
compromised machines in a botnet. When the owner targeted
one IP address or multiple, which is communicated via the
C&C, Welzel et al. tested the TCP response time and in
case of an HTTP-based service the content of the targeted
IP address its website. In these tests, they looked at the
what kind of impact DDoS attacks has on a company. They
concluded that two-thirds of the monitored attacks affected
the availability of the victim’s servers negatively. One of
the newest developments of botnets is creating one with the
Internet of Things(IoT) devices. IoT devices are getting more
popular, but there are two issues which make them vulnerable
to be misused for DDoS attacks. First of all, most of them are
accessible via the public internet. Secondly, the security on
most of these devices is bad [16]. This results in a large set of
devices which can be taken over and later used in a botnet. It is
no surprise that these botnets are used for major DDoS attacks.
Angrishi suggested a few remedies and recommendations to
protect IoT devices to become part of a botnet. There are
abusable protocols needed for amplification attacks to work.
Christain Rossow performed a research in 2014, where popular
UDP-based protocols are tested on vulnerability for ADDoS
attacks [13]. He found 14 protocols which are susceptible
vulnerable to play a part in ADDoS attacks.

The AmpPot honeypot has already been used in much other
research such as in the original AmpPot paper [7]. In that
version of AmpPot, they did not yet have a configurable
response rate. In 2017 a paper was published that applied a
new framework which should help characterization of attacks,
attack targets and DDoS Protection Services [17]. In their
analysis, they used four independent datasets which all contain
two years worth of data. One of those datasets was obtained
by using AmpPot as a honeypot. Another research tried
to identify the person behind the attack by looking at the
scanners and only gave them a specific set of IP addresses
that responded [6]. Presently, companies sell DDoS attacks
which are also known as booters. Noroozian et al. analysed the
consequences for victimization patterns by using data obtained
from AmpPot honeypots [18]. One of the main findings of this



research is that 62% of the victims are broadband networks,
26% hosting networks and enterprise, educational and govern-
mental networks are in 12% of the cases the victim. Krupp et
al. looked into linking ADDoS Attacks to booter services [19].
They developed a tool, K-Nearest Neighbour classification
algorithm, that can classify the booter service behind an attack.
They trained their algorithm by subscribing to booter services
and then attacking their own AmpPot honeypot.

VI. CONCLUSION

We can conclude that ADDoS attacks are still a big problem.
The NTP protocol is favourite in this respect because of a high
number of servers which can be used for these attacks, and
the fact that many people use it in their attacks. Additionally,
SSDP and CHARGEN are also popular. The difference be-
tween these two is that SSDP has many servers which run
this service in contrast to CHARGEN. However, this does not
stop people from using CHARGEN.

China and the United States are the targets of most ADDoS
attacks. Moreover, the United States ran most of these seven
UDP-based protocols and China the second most.

The hardest part in stopping DDoS amplification attacks
from happening is that most of these services get legally used
many times a day all over the internet. This mainly counts
for DNS, NTP and SSDP. So the focus in the next few years
should lie on adapting these protocols in such a way it gets
harder to be abused, or performing regular scans to make some
sort of blacklist.
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APPENDIX

A. Honeypot Scan Results

TABLE III: Honeypot Scan Results

Group IP Address 17 19 53 123 520 1434 1900

These IP addresses responded to every request
of all the services. All these IP addresses are in a
50.128.0.0/9 and are owned by the same company
(Comcast).

24.143.223.9 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.200.224.200 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.200.224.201 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.201.217.198 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.201.217.202 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.201.217.215 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.201.217.216 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.201.217.221 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.201.217.222 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.203.239.20 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.203.239.26 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.203.239.29 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.225.188.202 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.225.188.210 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.225.188.212 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.225.188.213 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.225.188.216 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.225.188.218 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.226.49.130 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.226.49.146 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.226.49.151 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.226.49.153 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.226.49.161 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.226.49.162 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.226.49.166 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.226.49.170 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.226.49.174 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.226.49.181 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.226.49.183 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.226.49.191 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.226.170.71 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.226.170.78 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.232.124.22 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.235.221.0 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.235.221.2 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.235.221.6 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.235.221.10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
50.235.221.18 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
174.34.67.86 10 10 10 10 10 10 10



TABLE III: Honeypot Scan Results

Group IP Address 17 19 53 123 520 1434 1900

These IP addresses responded to most of the
requests and all of the services. All these IP
addresses are in a 50.200.136.0/24 and are owned
by the same company (Comcast). All these IP
addresses work as follows; the number of times
they reply in a row is a random generated number,
after these many responses it will not respond to
one request and generate a new number for how
many times it will respond. It will keep repeating
this process.

50.200.136.66 9 9 10 9 10 9 10
50.200.136.88 10 10 10 9 10 9 10
50.200.136.94 7 7 9 9 10 5 9
50.200.136.98 6 10 6 7 10 9 8
50.200.136.101 9 9 10 9 8 10 9
50.200.136.106 9 7 10 10 10 9 10
50.200.136.107 9 8 10 9 8 9 9
50.200.136.111 8 9 8 9 7 10 8
50.200.136.127 6 8 9 10 7 8 7

These IP addresses responded to every request
and to some of the services. All of these IP
addresses run DNS, NTP or both. The response
of 83.140.123.163 seemed a bit off because it only
responded with 4◦, where the other IP addresses
respond with a more in-depth response (e.g. exact
version and what program they run).

38.104.7.166 - - 10 - - - -
74.202.26.130 - - 10 - - - -
83.140.123.163 - - 10 - - - -
145.220.24.170 - - 10 - - - -
177.94.217.250 - - 10 - - - -
200.180.222.130 - - 10 - - - -
202.69.75.130 - - 10 - - - -
207.164.68.130 - - 10 - - - -
210.242.86.217 - - 10 - - - -
74.102.125.35 - - - 10 - - -
80.50.63.114 - - - 10 - - -
103.225.212.12 - - - 10 - - -
103.225.212.15 - - - 10 - - -
146.0.243.29 - - - 10 - - -
118.201.211.130 - - 10 10 - - -
125.18.77.14 - - 10 9 - - -

These IP addresses responded to one or more
requests every x seconds time frame to some
of the services. All of them responded to every
request except for one protocol on an IP address.
Most of these IP addresses run DNS.

128.199.66.193 10 - - - - - -
46.22.117.247 - - 10 - - - -
46.22.117.250 - - 10 - - - -
59.124.6.208 - - 10 - - - -
60.248.127.49 - - 10 - - - -
60.250.139.45 - - 10 - - - -
69.152.184.82 - - 10 - - - -
200.205.150.34 - - 10 - - - -
79.120.51.90 - - 1 10 - - -
91.216.216.10 10 10 - 10 10 10 10
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